This paper uses certain conditions for the global and superlinear convergence of the two-parameter self-scaling Broyden family of quasi-Newton algorithms for unconstraiend optimization to derive a wide interval for self-scaling updates. Numerical testing shows that such algorithms not only accelerate the convergence of the (unscaled) methods from the so-called convex class, but increase their chances of success as well. Self-scaling updates from the preconvex and the postconvex classes are shown to be effective in practice, and new algorithms which work well in practice, with or without scaling, are also obtained from the new interval. Unlike the behaviour of unscaled methods, numerical testing shows that varying the updating parameter in the proposed interval has little effect on the performance of the self-scaling algorithms.
Introduction
This paper is concerned with self-scaling quasi-Newton algorithms for finding a local minimum of the unconstrained optimization problem
where f : R n → R is twice continuously differentiable. These algorithms start with an initial approximation, x 1 , of a solution, x * , and generate new approximations by the basic iteration
where α k is a steplength (calculated by line search or trust-region frameworks), and B k approximates the Hessian matrix ∇ 2 f (x k ). Given an initial symmetric and positive definite B 1 , new Hessian approximations are generated by the two-parameters family of updates
where
and τ k and θ k are scaling and updating parameters, respectively. (For background on these updates, see e.g. Oren and Spedicato [18] .)
If τ k = 1, class (2) reduces to the classical (unscaled) Broyden family of Hessian approximation updates. In this case, although for θ k ∈ [0, 1), which is called the convex class, iteration (1) converges globally and q-superlinearly for convex objective functions under appropriate conditions (see e.g. Byrd, Liu and Nocedal [6] ), only updates with θ k = 0 (which corresponds to the BFGS update) have been shown to be effective in practice; and the performance worsens as θ k increases from 0 to 1. See in particular, Al-Baali [3] , Byrd, Liu and Nocedal [6] , Powell [20] , Zhang and Tewarson [22] and also Section 4.
Several attempts have been made to improve the performance of the above class of algorithms by choosing τ k and θ k in such a way to improve the conditioning of B k+1 (see e.g. Oren and Spedicato [18] ). Numerical experiments, however, have not shown significant improvement. In fact, Nocedal and Yuan [16] showed that the best selfscaling BFGS algorithm of Oren and Luenberger [17] performs badly compared to the BFGS method when applied with inexact line searches to a simple quadratic function of two variables.
Al-Baali [2] , however, used the theory of Byrd, Liu and Nocedal [6] for unscaled methods to determine conditions on τ k and θ k that ensure global and superlinear convergence for scaling algorithms with inexact line searches under the additional restriction that
Using these conditions, Al-Baali [2] and [3] showed that the performance of some members of the Broyden family, including the BFGS update, was improved substantially. Condition (3) is motivated by the fact that the eigenvalues of the bracketed matrix in (2) can be reduced if τ k < 1 (even for θ k = 0) and, hence, smaller eigenvalues are introduced into B k+1 if the eigenvalues of B k are large. On the other hand, since the BFGS update corrects small eigenvalues of B k (see e.g. Byrd, Liu and Nocedal [6] and Powell [20] ), it is sensible to use
This paper extends the work of Al-Baali [2] and [3] and proposes a wide interval of globally and superlinearly convergent self-scaling updates, that not only accelerate the convergence of the unscaled methods, but also succeed in solving many problems that the unscaled methods failed to solve, especially when θ k ≥ 1. Numerical experience presented also shows that, unlike the behaviour of unscaled methods, varying the updating parameter θ k in the proposed interval (which contains [0, 1]) has little effect on the performance of the self-scaling algorithms.
In the next section some classes of self-scaling algorithms which converge globally and superlinearly for convex functions are described. A wide interval for θ k covering the convex class as well as updates from the preconvex and postconvex classes is developed in Section 3. In section 4, we present and discuss the results of numerical testing of the proposed self-scaling algorithms. Finally, we give a brief conclusion in Section 5.
Convergence Analysis
In this section we establish global and superlinear convergence for the classes of selfscaling algorithms we introduce in this paper. The analysis is based on the convergence results of Al-Baali [2] which are extensions of those of Byrd, Liu and Nocedal [6] , Zhang and Tewarson [22] , Byrd, Nocedal and Yuan [7] and Powell [19] .
Throughout this section the following assumptions will frequently be made. The framework of the self-scaling algorithm we consider is given below. Algorithm 2.1 Given an initial estimate x 1 and an initial symmetric and positive definite matrix B 1 , at the kth iteration find the new iterate by
where α k is a steplength calculated by a line search satisfying the Wolfe conditions
where ζ 1 ∈ (0, 0.5) and ζ 2 ∈ (ζ 1 , 1),
is the search direction, and B k is updated to a positive definite Hessian approximation by (2) for some values of θ k and τ k .
To maintain positive definiteness of Hessian approximations, values of the parameters τ k and θ k are chosen such that τ k > 0 and θ k >θ k , wherē
Note that δ T k γ k > 0 (by the Wolfe conditions (5)) and a k ≥ 0 (by Cauchy's inequality) for any positive definite B k .
The following convergence result which is a slight variation of Theorem 3.2 of AlBaali [2] gives conditions for the global convergence of Algorithm 2.1.
Theorem 2.1 Suppose that Assumptions 2.1 hold. Assume also that the parameters θ k and τ k are chosen such that
where ν 2 ≥ 1, and ν 1 , ν 3 , ν 4 > 0 are small enough. Then the sequence {x k } generated by Algorithm 2.1 converges to x * R-linearly and 3 which is the condition required in Theorem 3.2 of Al-Baali [2] .)
The following result gives conditions for superlinear convergence of Algorithm 2.1. It is essentially the same result as Theorem 5.2 of Al-Baali [2] except that it does not require information about the exact Hessian when θ k ≤ 0.
Theorem 2.2 Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 are true and that the line search scheme is initiated with α k = 1. Assume in addition that
and
Then the sequence {x k } generated by Algorithm 2.1 converges to x * q-superlinearly, the sequences { B k } and { B −1 k } are bounded, and
Proof For any η k ∈ [0, 1], conditions (7) and (11) imply that
(this is trivially true for τ k = 1, and if
This last inequality is equivalent to condition (5.2) of Al-Baali [2] and the result now follows from Theorem 5.2 of Al-Baali [2] . 2 We note that (11) is satisfied for any θ k ≥ 0 and τ k ≤ 1, and it does not depend on the true Hessian if θ k < 0 (as required in Al-Baali [2] ). We therefore use it together with (10) and (8) to modify the class of self-scaling methods in Al-Baali [3] to obtain the class
The following result gives conditions under which class (14) is globally and superlinearly convergent.
Theorem 2.3 Suppose that Assumptions 2.1 hold. If θ k is chosen from interval (7) and τ k is defined by (14) , then the result of Theorem 2.1 is true. If in addition the line search scheme is initiated with α k = 1,
for θ k ≥ 0, and ν 5 is sufficiently large so that 1 + a k θ k ≤ ν 5 , then the result of Theorem 2.2 is true. Proof The first part is straightforward, since condition (8) trivially holds and (9) holds with ν 4 
). For the second part notice that for θ k ≤ 1, (14) and (16) imply that both conditions (10) and (11) hold, since a k ≥ 0 (see also Al-Baali [2] for the proof with (14) is the same as that of Al-Baali [3] . If θ k = 0, then both conditions (10) and (11) are satisfied and Algorithm 2.1 reduces to the (unscaled) BFGS method. For θ k < 0 we let τ k be the largest value satisfying (11) , in order to come as close as possible to satisfying condition (10) .
Lettingθ k denotes the largest value satisfying (17), then for ν 3 small enough (in practice, ν 3 = 0),θ k > 1 and therefore class (14) converges globally and superlinearly for θ k ∈ (ξ k ,θ k ] with certain ξ k < 0. In practice, we observed that this class outperforms the unscaled one. In particular for θ k ≥ 1, this class solves all our test problems, while the corresponding unscaled methods failed to solve most of them (detail is given in Sections 3 and 4). On the convex interval, however, class (14) worsens a little as θ k increases from 0 to 1, but it is still better than the unscaled methods which deteriorate substantially in this case. As done in Al-Baali [3] , we handle this case by defining τ k as given in the following convergence result.
Theorem 2.4 Suppose that Assumptions 2.1 hold and let the scaling parameter be defined by
where ρ k is chosen such that
ν 6 > 0 and θ k is chosen from interval (7). Then the result of Theorem 2.1 is true. If in addition the line search scheme is initiated with α k = 1, conditions (16), (17),
hold, then the result of Theorem 2.2 is true. Proof The first part follows from Theorem 2.1, since condition (8) trivially holds and (9) holds with ν 4 replaced by min(
, ν 6 ). Now consider the second part. For θ k > 0, letτ k = τ k , where τ k is given by (18) . Thenτ k = ρ k τ k , where τ k is given by (14) . Substituting this last form ofτ k for τ k in (10), we get
Using (20), the result follows from Theorem 2.3. For θ k ≤ 0, we note that τ k ≥ min(ρ k , σ k ). Therefore using (16) and (20), it follows that condition (10) holds. Hence the result follows as in Theorem 2.3.
2 In practice we observed that class (18) with
which is recommended by Al-Baali [3] works substantially better than (14) .
Intervals for the Updating Parameter
We now propose an interval for the updating parameter based on conditions (11), (8) and ρ
We consider the bounds in (23), because they have been used by some authors (e.g. Al-Baali [1] ) to obtain useful features for the scaling parameter τ k .
Combining intervals (23), (11) and (8) with any ν 3 ≥ 0, it follows that
Note that 1/ρ
) and choice (22) belongs to interval (23) and decreases as b k increases. This is desirable since a large value of b k indicates large eigenvalues of B k (e.g. Al-Baali [3] ). If both b k and h k tend to 1, intervals (23) and (24) tend to the single number 1 and [0,1], respectively, which is in line with the result of Al-Baali [3] . Although there exist other intervals containing (24) (e.g. Al-Baali [1]), we do not consider them here because they do not have this property (see Al-Baali and Khalfan [4] for detail). Now interval (24) can be used to define θ k and, using (22) , the self-scaling classes (14) and (18) It is clear that interval (24) is wide enough to include values of θ k not only from the convex and preconvex parts of the Broyden family, but also from the postconvex one. For our numerical experiments, we considered the following updates.
From the preconvex class, we considered the update defined by
and 1 , 2 ∈ (0, 1). Choice (26) is used by Al-Baali [3] , (S520), which defines a globally convergent algorithm that works well in practice and includes the BFGS and SR1 updates. Although this choice may not belong to interval (24), we consider it here to test its behaviour when scaling is employed only for θ k ≥ θ − k (and τ k = 1 otherwise). Since the SR1 method, (28), has been shown to be efficient in practice (see e.g. Conn, Gould and Toint [9] , Khalfan, Byrd and Schnabel [14] and Byrd, Khalfan and Schnabel [5] ), but it is undefined when b k = 1 and it does not preserve positive definiteness, we considered a modified SR1 update does not belong to this interval. We also considered the update
which switches between the endpoints of interval (24).
To consider other possibilities of switching algorithms that include the convex, preconvex and postconvex parts, we chose the following updates.
For more testing of scaling, we also included the following updates from the convex class
which correspond to the self-dual updates of Oren and Spedicato [18] and Hoshino [13] , respectively. Note that for most of the updates presented in this section, the updating parameter θ k decreases as b k increases.
Numerical Results
In this section we present the results of numerical experiments of testing the performance of the self-scaling algorithms developed in the previous sections against that of 
and U 5 as shown in Table 1 (the sign of the subscript in the notation U i is used to denote the sign of the associated value of θ k ; the sign ± refers to unfixed sign).
We tested these updates on a set of 89 standard test problems, with dimensions ranging from 2 to 100. These problems are extensions of 31 problems from Moré, Garbow and Hillstrom [15] , Conn, Gould and Toint [8] , Fletcher and Powell [11] and Grandinetti [12] as outlined in Table A .1 in the Appendix.
We let the initial Hessian approximation B 1 = I, where I is the identity matrix, and the initial scaling parameter be defined by
Choice (36) gives the least value of the condition number of the matrix τ
1 B 2 (Oren and Spedicato [18] ). Thus in particular for θ 1 = 0, choice (36) yields
which is recommended by Shanno and Phua [21] for scaling the initial matrix I before updating by U 0 .
In all experiments, we used ν 1 = 0.05 and ν 2 = ν 5 = 10 16 which were never exceeded, ν 3 = 0 and ν 4 = ν 6 = 10
; and if τ k < ν 4 which happened in some cases, we set τ k = ν 4 . We also let τ k = 1 if θ k < θ − k . Since the value a k = 0 makes the quasi-Newton family of updates (2) independent of θ k , we use (as in Al-Baali [3] ) the unscaled U 0 update if
The steplength α k was calculated by a line search routine satisfying the strong Wolfe conditions
where ζ 1 = 10
and ζ 2 = 0.9. The stopping condition used was
and the maximum number of line searches allowed was 5000 which, except for the (unscaled) U 4 method, was never reached in all experiments. We made four main experiments using Algorithm 2.1: (i) no scaling is used at all, (ii) only initial scaling by (36) is used, (iii) initial scaling by (36) and subsequently by (14) is used, and, (iv) initial scaling by (36) and subsequently by (18) is used. The results of these experiments are given in Tables 2, 3 , 4, and 5, respectively.
In each experiment, the performance of all the updates were compared against that of the unscaled U 0 update, using three statistics A l , A f and A g , where A l denotes the "average" of certain ratios of the number of line searches, denoted by nls, required to solve the test problems by a method to the corresponding nls required by the unscaled U 0 method; and A f and A g denote similar ratios with respect to the number of function evaluations, nf e, and the number of gradient evaluations nge.
The averages here are defined as, for example, in Al-Baali [3] , where for a given algorithm, a value A l < 1, for instance, indicates that the performance of the algorithm compared to that of the unscaled U 0 method improved by 100(1−A l ) as far as reducing the number of line searches required.
As Table 2 shows, the unscaled U −6 , . . . , U ±1 algorithms are better than the unscaled U 0 method (U −6 gives the most efficient algorithm). While this is expected for algorithms U −6 and U −5 , which define θ k ≤ 0 for all k, it is rather surprising for U ±4 , . . . , U ±1 which use values of θ k > 0 as well as of θ k ≥ 1, at some iterations.
Comparing the results of these algorithms with those of U 1 , U 2 , . . . , U 5 , indicates that values of θ k ≤ 0 improve performance. A comparison of U 4 and U 5 with U 3 which switches between θ k ∈ (0, 1) and θ k ≥ 1, also indicates that using θ k < 1 improves performance.
The results in Table 3 indicates that using scaling only at the first iteration improves slightly the performance of all methods, except U 4 and U 5 where the initial scaling worsens the performance.
Comparing Table 4 with Table 3 (or Table 2 ) shows that scaling with (14) makes further improvement especially for θ k > 0. For example, unlike the unscaled U 4 method, which failed to solve 36 problems in the first experiment and 47 problems in the second experiment, the scaled U 4 algorithm solved all the test problems. Similarly algorithm U 5 with this scaling solved all the problems, while the unscaled U 5 algorithm failed to solve 75 problems in the first experiment and 79 problems in the second experiment.
We also observe from Table 4 that the algorithms from the preconvex class, still outperform self-scaling methods of type (14) and that the performance of U 0 in both Tables 3 and 4 is identical, because the choice θ k = 0 reduces the scaling factor (14) to the unscaled case τ k = 1. Table 5 shows that scaling by (18) and (36) yield the best performance. The algorithms in this table solved all the tests and perform substantially better than the algorithms of the previous tables. Moreover we observe that varying the value of θ k in interval (24) makes slight effect on the performance of the algorithms.
Finally, we note that Tables 2-5 indicate that unscaled algorithms taken from the preconvex part work well with or without scaling. It is also worth mentioning that the modified SR1 algorithm, U ±4 , works substantially better than a standard line-search SR1 method, like Algorithm 2.1, in which the SR1 update is employed only when the inequality min(
is satisfied, (and skipped otherwise), in order to guarantee positive definiteness at each step. 9.144 9.101 9.094 Table 4 : Scaled by (14) and (36) 
Conclusion
In this paper we have attempted to explore further the potential of self-scaling for improving the performance of quasi-Newton methods from the Broyden family of Hessian approximation updates. We derived scaling schemes and a wide interval of Hessian approximations. Numerical testing of these algorithms on a fairly large number of standard test problems has shown that the scaled algorithms outperform the unscaled ones significantly as far as the number of failures is concerned, and as far as varying the updating parameter in this interval. Numerical experience also indicate that the postconvex class of updates contains useful choices for θ k . Thus the modified SR1 update (U ±4 in Section 4) and other new updates (such as U ±1 and U ±2 ) are proposed. They work better, with or without scaling, than the BFGS method. It would be interesting to investigate further convergence properties of such methods.
